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Abstract
Here we argue that the existence of a transparent grid filesystem greatly

simplifies the user’s experience of grid middleware, particularly regarding data
management. We focus on the EGEE grid environment, but we assert that the
arguments are substantively true for arbitrary middlewares.

We describe a prototype of a transparent grid filesystem, gridFS, with basic
but relatively complete functionality provided by four abstract engines: direc-
tory, discovery, data movement, and consistency engines. This grid filesystem
can be deployed on every node of EGEE, Globus, or any other existing mid-
dleware and even on user’s workstations. The grid filesystem is specifically
intended to support interoperability between arbitrary middlewares.

The data movement engine consists of the basic client and server sides of
a filesystem. Its functionality is focussed on accessing various types of data
storages, and operation at the block rather than at file level.

The server side of the data movement engine exploits an enhanced version of
the GridSite [26] module for the Apache webserver [27]. GridSite includes very
desirable features including authentication and GACL [15] authorisation at each
directory level, and supports convenient graphical editing of these permissions.
Each directory contains a XML file that defines the permissions, conditioned by
host, VO or person, based on the Globus Security Infrastructure (GSI) [28].

The client side of the data movement engine uses block-level cacheing to min-
imise traffic and support consistency. It supports a user-specific grid filesystem
view. It uses HTTPS to communicate with the server-side, so it can traverse
firewalls as easily as any browser can. By operating at block level, it can frac-
tionally read or write remote files, only transferring the blocks in question.

Consistency semantics define the outcome of multiple accesses to a single file.
An example case where inconsistency may arise is when several grid users access
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the same filesystem and attempt a simultaneous write to a single file. To avoid
such a case several consistency models can be adopted, but initially the engine
enforces consistency only via write-through and write-back coherency policies.

The directory engine allows the creation and validation of the user view of
the grid filesystem namespace. As such, a user can create their own logical view
of grid data as a tree of filesystems. The directory engine implements many of
the concepts of the Resource Namespace Service (RNS) provided by the Global
Grid Forum Grid File System working group. RNS embodies a three-tier naming
architecture, where, for example, the first level can represent the user’s view of
the namespace, the second can represent a globally consistent logical namespace
(that may not be very readable by humans), while the third level can represent
actual device addresses.

The directory engine is implemented using the Relational Grid Monitoring
Architecture (R-GMA) [32, 33, 34] to store published namespace information.
Directory engine producers publish namespace information into the database
by using SQL INSERT statements, and its consumers retrieve that information
from the database by using SQL SELECT statements.

The discovery engine [31] allows metadata to be published and queried as
needed to support grid and inter-grid activity. The discovery engine assumes
that every machine on the grid is able to export some directories according to
given permissions. Like the directory engine, it depends on R-GMA to store
published metadata. Discovery engine producers publish metadata into the
database, and its consumers retrieve metadata from that database.

We provide example use cases that demonstrate the functionality of the
grid filesystem. The way in which files are made available to an application
will depend on the application and the middleware. For example, it may be
appropriate that they be transferred via sandboxes, or they may belong to a
third party, or their location may be in some sense unknown, etc. Nonetheless,
the generic sequence of file operations that may be applied to the files is:

1. metadata create & publish

2. discovery, then namespace create & publish, or vice-versa

3. open/read/write/lock/.../close

4. namespace unpublish & delete

5. metadata unpublish & delete

Generally only a subset of these operations will be applied to any one file.
Five use cases are considered, where each involves a different subset of these

actions within job submission and execution using the EGEE grid middleware.
The use cases are:

Use Case 1 Local files that are passed to the job via sandboxes, i.e. passed
by value (names plus contents)

Use Case 2 Files with known paths that are passed to the job via file catalogs,
where the file catalog handles are passed to the job as arguments, i.e.
passed by reference (names only)
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Use Case 3 Files with known paths that are passed to the job as arguments,
i.e. passed by reference (names only)

Use Case 4 Files with incomplete paths, with programmatic discovery during
job execution

Use Case 5 Files with incomplete paths, discovered prior to submission, where
the complete paths are passed to the job by reference

These use cases will highlight the simplicity that the use of the grid filesystem
brings to job submission and execution. Performance measurements will also
be presented for each use case, as well as general benchmarking results.

Key features that we have integrated into the filesystem are simplicity, porta-
bility, interoperability, and universal accessibility. The filesystem is constructed
of four simple engines. Although it relies on UNIX technology, it is expected
that it will be portable across a wide variety of UNIX family derivatives. Its
native file processing was specifically designed to support interoperability across
arbitrary middlewares. Reliance on a HTTPS transport layer should yield as
widespread accessibility as is available to browsers. It is expected that this
new filesystem will encourage further innovation to assist the increasing data
management activity at grid and inter-grid levels.
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